
CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

A. Conclusion
In this chapter, the writer makes conclusion of the kinds of slang in

the “This is England” film by Shane Meadows. It is the fact that slang

has their classification to determine situation in social life. After analyzing

the data, the writer did not obtain all kinds of slang in the film; the writer

draws some conclusion as follows:
1. Kinds of  slang that  are  dominated  by slang of  Society because  the

characteristics from these kinds are relation of person with one another

and often used as daily conversation. Meanwhile in the film, the use of

kinds  of  slang  Society can  be  used  depending  on  the  social  level

between the speaker and the speech partner.
2. The writer found one datum that has multiple kinds of slang. The word

has a definition that describes kinds of slang of Cockney and Sport &

Games. But overall, kinds of slang are inseparable from everyday life

and show the image that slang is used more by youth.
3. From all data that the writer found, they have characteristics in every

word or phrase that includes kinds of slang. Few words found in the

film are not or seldom to be used by British people because they have

been considered as  old-fashion since 20th century. The writer  found

more kinds of slang of Society than others category in the film.
4. Slang language can be found in written languages such as magazines,

newspapers, novels, and short stories. However, slang is more widely
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used  in  film  because  it  is  easier  to  understand  when  the  situation

allows the use of slang.
5. Kinds  of  slang  make  the  speakers  easy  to  determine  the  words  or

phrases of the slang in that place or situation. Based on theory that has

been explained,  speakers  who often used slang is  youth.  Even they

make form and increase new vocabulary.
6. Cultural  development  facilitates  understanding  of  slang  language.

Therefore, culture is an important aspect in learning slang language.

B. Suggestion
The writer would like to suggest the student or others researchers

to understand more about language,  because language has variation not

only  standard  language,  one  of  the  examples  is  slang  language.

Eventhough research that discussed about this topic in library STBA-JIA is

limited, the writer expects this research will be one of references for them

in  understanding  sociolinguistics  especially  that  relate  with  slang

language.
For the college, the writer hopes this research will be useful, can

add references in STBA JIA library, and make student or other researchers

easy in doing their research. The writer suggests college to provide more

books  of  sociolinguistics  especially  about  slang  language.  The  writer

hopes the students found references in STBA JIA library than should look

for reference in other university because it wastes time.
For the lecturer, the writer expects this research can be helpfully

the students to find the answer about characteristics of the slang word or

phrase  and  how  to  use  it.  The  writer  hopes  the  lecturer  can  teaching

sociolinguistics especially about language variation and slang language as
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a part of it for student to have more exercise to expand student skill in this

theory.


